
K AMPAI



SPARKLING

YUZU SPRITZ kr 100
A refreshing cocktail of gin, yuzu and vanilla topped 
with Spumante
 

LONG

K AMAHI kr 105
A Sticks’n’Sushi classic. Japanese shochu, elderflower 
and fresh mint

MARTINI

HIBISCUS kr 110
Hibiscus-infused vodka stirred with Lillet Blanc and 
citrus 

YUZU ZOO kr 98
Gin, plum wine, honey & yuzu provide a fruity balance of 
sweet and sour
 
ESPRESSO MARTINI kr 115
Japanese shochu, espresso and cocoa liqueur shaken. 
The perfect way to end your meal

COCKTAILS

SHORT

SHOJITO kr 105
Japanese shochu served over crushed ice with fresh 
mint, lime & pressed ginger & pomegranate 

VIRGIN COCKTAILS

HANA kr 55
Organic elderflower and apple juice shaken with 
cucumber, lime juice and fresh mint 
 
YUZU LIMONADE kr 65
Japanese Calpico, and yuzu juice mixed with apple juice, 
honey and citrus 
 
VIRGIN HIBISCUS kr 55
Hibiscus tea and home-made hibiscus-infused syrup 
shaken with lemon 
 
VIRGIN SHOJITO kr 55
Choose between ginger or pomegranate, stirred over 
crushed ice with fresh mint and lime
 
MATCHA SHAKE kr 59
Oat milk, vanilla syrup and matcha shaken

Ask your server for allergens

Japanese for beginners
Shochu is the Japanese version of vodka.
Yuzu is an aromatic citrus fruit with taste of grape fruit and lemon.
Matcha is exquisite green tea, gently dried and stone ground.



BUBBLES

SPUMANTE BRUT, ROCCA DEI FORTI, VENETO, ITALY
Dry Spumante with small bubbles giving freshness and 
elegance. White flowers and almonds, as well as citrus 
fruit and green apple 
125ml kr 68

GOSSET EXTRA BRUT, CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Complex with round character of aromatic precision and 
fresh lively bubbles as well as white flowers and sea 
buckthorn 
125ml kr 125

WHITE

SAUVIGNON BLANC, SANCERRE, PAUL BERNIER, 
LOIRE, FRANCE [O]
Mineraly with soft elegance and ripe notes of citrus
125ml kr 99 / 175ml kr 135

RIESLING, KUNG FU GIRL, CHARLES SMITH, 
COLUMBIA VALLEY, USA [S]
Fresh white with good structure of peach and citrus with 
mineral notes 
125ml kr 89 / 175ml kr 125

MACON VILLAGE, CLOTILDE DAVENNE, BOURGOGNE, 
FRANCE 
Mineral with aromatic yellow fruits, quince, ripe lemon 
and flint. A complete experience
125ml kr 79 / 175ml kr 115
 
RIESLING, DREISSIGACKER TROCKEN, 
RHEINHESSEN, GERMANY [O]
Dry, intense and complex with classic notes of the 
Riesling grape such as petroleum, grapefruit and apples
125ml kr 79 / 175ml kr 115
 
GRÜNER VELTLINER, JOHANNES ZILLINGER, 
WEINVIERTEL, AUSTRIA [B]
Rich in flavour of yellow fruits, spices and minerals, 
intense green herbs and pepper
125ml kr 69 / 175ml kr 99
 

WINE BY THE GLASSS

RED

PINOT NOIR, VERAMONTE RESERVA, CASABLANCA 
VALLEY, CHILE [O]
Delicate with a silky mouthfeel and expressive aromas 
of red berries
125ml kr 79 / 175ml kr 119
 
SYRAH, BOOM BOOM, CHARLES SMITH, WASHINGTON 
STATE, USA 
Generous and complex with lush flavours of chocolate-
covered cherries. Fresh flowers, dark berries and black 
pepper
125ml kr 129 / 175ml kr 169

The sommelier has put together a selection of great wines and sakes that you 
can enjoy by the glass. This is the set selection – ask your server if we have 
opened another exciting bottle today.



We brought a good selection of Sake home from Japan, 
where sake is enjoyed throughout the meal

SANK A JUNMAI DAIGINJO, MASUMI
A premium Junmai Daiginjo sake, dry, elegant and crisp
300ml kr 369

YAWARAK A TYPE NO. 1 JUNMAI GINJO, MASUMI
New generation of sake brewery with mild and harmonic 
taste 
Glasss kr 89 / Bottle 720ml kr 499
 
KIZAN, JUNMAI GINJO
A revolutionary new Daiginjo sake. Fresh and full of 
flavour
Glass kr 99 / Bottle 720ml kr 499

K ARAKUCHI GOLD
A sweet and fresh sake
Bottle 180ml kr 119 / Bottle 720ml kr 399

WARM SAKE
Carafe 180ml kr 89

YUZU SAKE
Refreshing yuzu sake
Glass kr 99 / Bottle 720ml kr 495

UMESHU
Plum wine, round with a fruity taste of plum – great 
with dessert
Glass kr 99 / Bottle 720 ml kr 495

SAKE

Sake is brewed with water, koji [fermented rice] and polished rice. It is the 
percentage left of the grain of rice after polishing that determines whether the 
sake is Daiginjo, Ginjo or Junmai.

If you order sake at a restaurant in Japan, ask for Nihonshu, which simply 
means "Japanese liquor".

SPECIAL CRAFT BEER 
Ask your server what special beer we have today.
 
SUSHI'N'BIIRU WHEAT
Our own organic wheat beer brewed with yuzu fruit and 
developed in collaboration with Nørrebro Bryghus
Bottle 40cl kr 64
 
STICKS'N'SUSHI AFTENBAJER
Golden American Pale Ale developed in collaboration 
with Amager Bryghus
Bottle 33cl kr 59

KIRIN ICHIBAN
‘Ichiban Shibori’ is a unique method of brewing beer 
where the malt dominates
Bottle 33cl kr 54

MIKKELLER ENERGIBAJER
Delicious and refreshing without alcohol
Bottle 33cl kr 59

SAPPORO SILVER SPECIAL EDITION
Mild lager type with a hint of sweetness and freshness. 
Easy to drink
Dåse 65cl kr 69
 
HERSLEV PILSNER
Classic organic pilsner with balanced bitterness and 
golden colour
Bottle 33cl kr 59
 
MØN BROWN ALE
Rounded nut-brown beer, full of flavour
Bottle 33cl kr 59

BØGEDAL HVEDE
Refreshing Wheat beer with sweetness and fruity 
richness
Bottle 75cl kr 149

BEERS



CRÉMANT, CLOTILDE DAVENNE, BOURGOGNE, 
FRANCE
Partially dry and elegant in flavour, with lovely fresh 
bubbles. Scent of white fruits and citrus
kr 399

SPUMANTE BRUT, ROCCA DEI FORTI, VENETO, ITALY
Dry Spumante with small bubbles giving freshness and 
elegance. White flowers and almonds, as well as citrus 
fruit and green apple 
kr 349
 
GRØN, COPENHAGEN SPARKLING TEA CO, 
COPENHAGEN, DENMARK  
Refreshingly low alcoholic bubbles. Expertly brewed 
with green tea, white tea and lemongrass . 5% ABV
kr 320
 
SOFIA COPPOLA SPARKLING ROSÉ, SONOMA COUNTY, 
USA 
Creamy in flavour, with fine bubbles and graceful 
balance of freshness with the scent of strawberries 
and peach
kr 749
 
GOSSET EXTRA BRUT, CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Complex with round character of aromatic precision and 
fresh lively bubbles as well as white flowers and sea 
buckthorn
kr 749

BLANC DE BLANCS, BARON ALBERT, CHAMPAGNE, 
FRANCE
Elegant with fine bubbles and freshness behind the 
complex fruit structure of tropical fruits and buttery 
tones
kr 799

Start your dinner in style. We have a broad selection of bubbles from both 
famous wineries and small boutique wine farmers. We have chosen each for 
their unique taste. They are hand-picked, you might say.

CHAMPAGNE & BUBBLES

WHITE WINE

ELEGANT & MINERAL

SAUVIGNON BLANC, SANCERRE, PAUL BERNIER, 
LOIRE, FRANCE [O]
Mineral with a ripe mouthful of soft elegance and citrus
kr 599
 
RIESLING, KUNG FU GIRL, CHARLES SMITH, 
COLUMBIA VALLEY, USA [S]
Fresh white with good structure of peach and citrus with 
mineral notes
kr 529

GRÜNER VELTLINER, JOHANNES ZILLINGER, 
WEINVIERTEL, AUSTRIA [B]
Rich in flavour of yellow fruits, spices and minerals, 
intense green herbs and pepper
kr 349

ALBARIÑO, LA MARIMORENA, RIAS BAIX AS, 
SPAIN [S]
Complex, fresh with pleasing acidity and green fruits, 
intense scent of apples, peach and white flowers 
kr 549

RIESLING, DREISSIGACKER TROCKEN, 
RHEINHESSEN, GERMANY [O]
Dry, intense and complex with classic notes of the 
Riesling grape such as petroleum, grapefruit and apples
kr 399

1ER CRU CHABLIS, BERNARD DEFAIX, BOURGOGNE, 
FRANCE [O]
Mineral aromas meet fresh citrus fruits and reflects 
where the wine comes from
kr 699

PINOT GRIGIO, ELENA WALCH, ALTO ADIGE, ITALY
Balanced with fresh minerals, ripe fruits and white 
pepper      
kr 499

WINE



RICHER & WEIGHTER

CHARDONNAY, VERAMONTE RESERVA, CASABLANCA, 
CHILE [O]
Intense with a good balance of ripe tropical fruits like 
peach and pineapple
kr 399

MACON VILLAGE, CLOTILDE DAVENNE, BOURGOGNE, 
FRANCE
Mineral with aromatic, ripe yellow fruits, quince, ripe 
lemon and flint. A complete experience
kr 399

CHARDONNAY, DIRECTOR’S CUT, FRANCIS FORD 
COPPOLA, RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY, USA
Bursting with prominent ripe fruit like pear and 
pineapple and spices
kr 699

RIESLING, STAFFELTER HOF PARADIES, MOSEL, 
GERMANY [O]
Elegant with good sweetness of white fruits and flint, 
fresh with fine aftertaste of apples, peach and citrus     
kr 379 

ROSÉ WINE

WEINBAU DER LEBENSHILFE, ROSÉ, PFALZ, 
GERMANY [O]
Well-balanced rosé with good acidity and taste of 
strawberries
kr 399
 
CABERNET ROSÉ, VELUE, JOHANNES ZILLINGER, 
WEINVIERTEL, AUSTRIA [B]
Elegant and crisp with a fresh aftertaste of raspberries
kr 399
 
LA DAME ROUSSE, DOMAINE DE LA MORDORÉE, 
CÔTES-DU-RHONE, FRANCE
Well-balanced rosé with good acidity and notes of 
strawberries, citrus and flowers
kr 499

RED WINE

ROUNDED & SOFT

PINOT NOIR, FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA DIRECTOR’S 
CUT, RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY, USA
Scents of raspberries, strawberries. Mild and balanced 
in the mouth with red fruit notes
kr 699

SYRAH, BOOM BOOM, CHARLES SMITH, 
WASHINGTON STATE, USA
Generous and complex with lush flavours of chocolate-
covered cherries. Fresh flowers, dark berries and black 
pepper
kr 649

PINOT NOIR, VERAMONTE RESERVA, CASABLANCA, 
CHILE [O]
Delicate with a silky mouthfeel and expressive aromas 
of red berries    
kr 399
 
ZINFANDEL, FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA, DIRECTOR’S 
CUT, DRY CREEK VALLEY, USA
Intense expressive scent of blackberries, chocolate and 
coffee beans. Rich with black mineral and ripe fruits
kr 699

HEARTY & ROBUST

SYRAH, LE MAS, DOMAINE CLAVEL, LANGUEDOC, 
FRANCE [O]
Peppery with fine tannins. Not very fruity and yet with 
hints of strawberries and spices
kr 349

We have selected our wines with care. That is why most of them are 
sustainable in their own ways: See the explanations below. Ask your host/
hostess if you have further questions.

[S] Sustainable
Sustainable wine, where the farmer does not have an official certification but 
works locally and thoughtfully with the environment. 

[Ø] Organic wine
Organic wine is free of pesticides and artificial fertilizers and contains fewer 
sulphites than conventional wine.

[B] Biodynamic
Biodynamic wine is made using only natural remedies in the vineyards; 
herbal teas, natural fertilizers and nature's own powers. A wine with even 
fewer sulphites.



COLD-PRESSED ORGANIC APPLE JUICE 
Local apples squeezed on Andreigaard on Falster
Glass kr 29 / Bottle 75cl kr 69
 
ORGANIC RHURBARB SQUASH
From Skyttes Gartneri on Fyn
Glass kr 29 / Bottle 75cl kr 69 
 
HOME-BREWED RASPBERRY LEMONADE
Made from kefir, which makes it bitter-sweet
Glass kr 45
 
LEMONADE
Home-made lemonade, with or without ginger
Glass kr 39
 
ORGANIC KOMBUCHA FROM LÆSK
Refreshing and effervescent, brewed on fermented tea. 
Ginger or elderflower
Bottle 30cl kr 45
 
RASPBERRY FIZZ, EBELTOFT FARM BREWERY
Bottle 25cl kr 39
 
RAMUNE, JAPANESE FIZZY DRINK
A Japanese child’s favourite. Fresh, fun, bubbly
Bottle 20cl kr 35

COCA COLA OR COCA COLA ZERO 
Bottle 25cl kr 35
 
FILTERED WATER – STILL OR SPARKLING
Unlimited, per person kr 25

SOFT DRINKS HOT BEVERAGES

COFFEE
We use organic coffee and milk. The beans are lightly 
roasted which gives the coffee a mild, lightly creamy 
flavour with a touch of hazelnut. All coffee is brewed as 
double shot. Oat milk, lactose-free milk or a sweetener? 
Just ask your server.
 
POUR OVER
Freshly brewed filter coffee kr 39
 
ESPRESSO
Single or double kr 30
 
CORTADO
Espresso with equal amount of coffee and warm milk  
kr 35
 
FLAT WHITE
The English expression for a coffee that is milder than a 
cortado but with more taste than a caffe latte kr 39
 
CAPPUCINO
Espresso with thick milk foam  kr 39
 
CAFFE LATTE
Espresso with warm milk  kr 39
 
MACCHIATO
Espresso topped with milk foam  kr 35
 
FRENCH PRESS 
Large jug  kr 69
  
COCOA
Warm cocoa with organic milk and quality dark 
chocolate topped with whipped cream kr 45   
Takeaway cocoa kr 25

 

Our coffee and milk are organic. 
We also have oat milk.



SWEETS FOR THE COFFEE

DARK CHOCOLATE BALL 
with toasted sesame. 3 pcs kr 30
 
CHOCOLATE FISH 
kr 10

You can also finish dinner with one of our favourite after 
dinner drinks:

ESPRESSO MARTINI
Japanese shochu, espresso and cocoa liqueur shaken. 
The perfect way to end your meal
kr 115

YUZU SAKE
Refreshing yuzu sake
Glass kr 99 Bottle 720ml kr 495

UMESHU
Plum wine, round with a fruity taste of plum – great with 
dessert
Glasss kr 99 Bottle 720 ml kr 495 

TEA

MATCHA
The finest of the finest leaves of this year's harvest, 
stone-ground and whipped to a soft, foamy tea. Served 
at 80°C. 
Bowl kr 48
 
SENCHA & MATCHA 
Green tea with a delicate taste. This Sencha is mixed 
with Matcha which gives it beautiful colour and deep 
taste. Served at 70°C  
Pot kr 48
 
MATCHA LATTE 
A creamy latte made with matcha tea and organic milk
Bowl kr 44
 
GENMAICHA 
Green tea with popped rice. Mild and round with a 
slightly nutty flavour
Pot kr 48
 
HOJICHA 
Roasted green tea with a light smoky taste
Pot kr 44
 
JASMIN SILVER PEARLS
Green tea with elegant jasmine flavour
Pot kr 48
 
BLACK TEA
A golden tea brewed on whole leaves with top shoots. 
Unique, black tea that can also be enjoyed with milk 
and lemon
Pot kr 44
 
COZINESS HERBAL TEA
Sticks'n'Sushi's own herbal blend. Liquorice root and 
mint
Pot kr 44

FRESH TEA WITH HERBS
Mint, ginger and lemon 
Glass kr 35
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